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SUMMARY
Bidirectional power flow is needed in many power conversion systems like energy
storage systems, regeneration systems, power converters for improvement of the power
quality and some DC-DC applications where bidirectional high power conversion and
galvanic isolation are required. The Dual Active Bridge (DAB) is an isolated, high
voltage ratio DC-DC converter suitable for high power density and high power
applications, being a key interface between renewable energy sources and energy
storage devices. This paper is focused on the modeling and control design of a DC-DC
system with battery storage based on a DAB converter with average current mode
control of the output current and output voltage control. The dynamic response of the
output voltage to load steps is improved by means of an additional load-current feedforward control loop. An analytical study of the load-current feed-forward is presented
and validated by means of both simulations and experimental results.
KEY WORDS: DC-DC power conversion; dual active bridge; current mode control;
feed-forward; modeling.
1. INTRODUCTION
The recent development of sustainable and alternative energy sources requires versatile
energy management systems capable of adaptation to the discontinued nature of those
energy sources. The issue of the sporadic availability of renewable sources (RES) can
be addressed by introducing energy storage systems (ESS) to decouple the energy
generation from its demand [1]. ESS are essentially DC systems, so that bidirectional
DC-DC converters are required to manage the energy from and to the DC bus.
Hybrid systems based on RES have been studied in [2-13] as a solution to develop
efficient and versatile energy management systems. The key element of those solutions
is the bidirectional DC-DC converter, which is widely used in hybrid electric vehicles
[5,10], uninterruptible power systems UPS [9], power distribution systems [8,11],
electric aircraft systems [12], grid connected PV systems [13] and other applications. As
depicted in figure 1, a bidirectional DC-DC converter enables the bidirectional and
isolated power flow in systems which use battery banks to provide grid support. On one
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hand, the difference between the battery voltage and the DC link voltage may require an
interface with the right voltage ratio. On the other hand, safety regulations may require
galvanic isolation in the DC-DC converter. In those cases the use of a high frequency
transformer embedded in the DC-DC converter is mandatory [14,15].

Figure 1. Hybrid energy system with battery backup

The Dual Active Bridge (DAB) DC-DC converter was proposed in [2] and [3] for high
power density and high power applications. It operates at a fixed switching frequency
with soft-switching, providing high-frequency isolation, bidirectional power and the
necessary voltage ratio. The DAB converter can be used in high power density systems
which require galvanic isolation between two DC buses working at quite different
voltage levels.
Efficiency is a key feature in energy storage systems. Advances in semiconductor
devices technology and new control algorithms for expanding the soft switching range,
[10], [16] and [17], have achieved efficiencies higher than 97%.
The basic scheme of a DAB converter is shown in figure 2. Two active bridges are
linked by means of a series AC inductor and a high frequency transformer. In some
cases an external AC inductor is not required, because its function is performed by the
transformer leakage inductance. Input and output capacitors are necessary to provide
filtering. The current ripple in those capacitors is usually very high.

Figure 2. Basic scheme of a Dual Active Bridge converter.

A dynamic model of the DAB converter is necessary to design the controllers of the
input or output variables. The conventional state space averaging method [18] is not
applicable for the dynamic analysis of the DAB, because the average value of the AC
inductor current (iAC) is always zero over one switching cycle, so that it is not possible
to use that current as a state variable. However, the AC inductor has a high frequency
2

dynamics because of its small value, so that it can be neglected in a low frequency
dynamic model. The DC link currents of the DAB averaged over one switching cycle,
i1  and i2 , are considered as current sources controlled by the phase shift between the
input and the output bridge. This assumption is valid for both the steady and the
transient state.
When the input and output control variables of a power converter are defined, the
operating conditions determine the steady state values of those variables and their
dynamic behavior. The small-signal model of the DAB can be derived by the
linearization of the static control-to-output characteristics of the converter around the
operating point.
Several DAB modeling studies have proposed voltage mode control strategies: a
discrete model using half wave symmetry [19,20], a dynamic model based on
harmonics [21], a hybrid control like traditional PI based feedback and feed-forward of
an estimation of the phase-shift [22] or feed-forward of the load current [23]. This paper
is focused on the analysis and control design of the DAB with Average Current Mode
Control (ACC) [24], a cascade control structure with an inner current loop and an outer
voltage loop. A small-signal model of ACC is developed. The dynamic response to load
variations is improved by means of load current feed-forward.
2. DAB CONVERTER OPERATION
The proposed system uses a DAB for bidirectional energy management between a
battery bank of 24 V and a DC power bus of 400 V, with ACC and load current feedforward. The inner control loop adjusts the required current on the high voltage side and
the superimposed voltage control loop regulates the output voltage. The parameters of
the DAB converter under study are summarized in table I.
Figure 3 shows a simplified model of the DAB converter in boost configuration
(Vo/N21>Vi), where the power flows from Vi to VO. φ is the phase shift between the
input and the output bridge, expressed in radians. The bridges are phase-shifted to
control the power flow from the DC voltage source (Vi), connected to the leading bridge
(0 phase shift), to the output (VO), connected to the lagging bridge (-φ phase shift).
When the phase of output bridge is lagging (φ>0), the power flows from Vi to VO. L
represents the transformer leakage inductance plus the inductance of an auxiliary
external inductor referred to primary side.
The parameter d stands for the primary-referred DC voltage gain of the converter or
effective duty ratio, d=(Vo/N21)/Vi =Vo’/Vi. Forward or reverse power flow with Zero
Voltage Switching (ZVS) is achievable over the whole operating range for d=1. For
different values of d, (d<1, d>1), the soft switching operation range is reduced. The soft
switching range decreases under light loads [25].
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Figure 3. Simplified model of a DAB controlled by the phase shift φ.

The ideal simulation waveforms of the DAB converter in boost configuration, where
Vo/N21>Vi, are depicted in Figure 4. The square voltage waveforms vAC1 and vAC2
produced by the input and output bridges are phase shifted in order to control the power
flow. There are two operation modes in each half switching cycle (modes 1 and 2). The
expression of the AC inductor current, iAC, as a function of the time angle, θ=ωt, is
shown by (1) and (2), where: VO'=VO/N21, φ is the phase shift and ω=2⋅π⋅fS is the
switching frequency (fS) expressed in rad/s.

Figure 4. Theoretical DAB converter waveforms in forward mode (φ > 0)
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At the end of the half cycle: iAC(π)= - iAC(0). By solving for iAC(0) and iAC(φ) the
complete waveform of iAC(θ) is obtained. The transferred power, Po, as a function of the
phase shift is described by (3). Note that: Ii=ii and that IO’=IO⋅N21=iO⋅N21.
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Figure 5 depicts Po(φ) for d=1.111 in the range: φ ∈ [0 , π/2]. The soft-switching region
is enclosed within the two ZVS boundaries given by the constraints: iL(0)≤ 0 for the
input bridge and iL(φ)≥ 0 for the output bridge. It is observed that the value of φ must be
higher than 10º in order to achieve ZVS of the switching devices of the input bridge.
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Figure 5. Output power versus φ for d=1.111. The ZVS boundaries of both bridges (input and output) are indicated

3. MODELING OF THE DAB DC- DC CONVERTER
Replacing the expression d=(VO/N21)/Vi =VO'/Vi into (3), the average value of the DAB
output current can be expressed by (4), which is valid for both forward (φ>0) and
reverse (φ<0) power flow. The small-signal model of the DAB converter can be found
by averaging and perturbing the dynamic variables around a given operation point, Q.
The averaged variable ī0 is represented as (5), where I0 denotes the operation point value
and î0 the small-signal term.
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Considering the control variable and the disturbance at the input voltage, the smallsignal dynamic model of the converter is obtained by means of partial derivatives of (4)
around Q, yielding (6).
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The small-signal value of the DAB output current can be expressed as a function of
and as (7),
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The static gains defined in (8) depend on the operation point values Vi and Φ.
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Replacing (8) in (7) the small-signal value of the DAB output current can be simplified
as (9),
̂ =
∙ + _ ∙
(9)
A similar analysis can be performed for the input variables, where Vo and φ represent
the operation point and  and
stand for small-signal terms. The static gains and the
small-signal expression of the input current are expressed by (10) and (11), respectively.
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The DAB small-signal model summarized by (9) and (11) is depicted in figure 6, where
an input and an output channel can be observed. The control loops can control either the
input or the output variables. In figure 6 loads placed at the input or at the output are
represented as equivalent resistances RBAT and REQ, respectively. Their use depends on
the magnitude to be controlled and on the direction of the power flow. The voltage
sources
and
stand for voltage disturbances at the input or at the output,
respectively.
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Figure 6. Small-signal model of the DAB input and output channels

Figure 7 shows the small-signal model of the output channel of the DAB converter,
which is used when the output voltage is going to be regulated. The values iˆg and
represent the load current and input voltage disturbances, respectively. Using the model
of figure 7 and replacing the static gains of (8), the open loop DAB transfer functions
can be obtained. They are summarized in Table II. GVφ(s) is the transfer function from
the phase shift (control variable) to the output voltage. A(s) is the open-loop
audiosusceptibility and ZO(s) is the open loop output impedance.

iˆo
Ioφ ⋅φˆ
φˆ

Io_vi⋅vˆi

v̂o

iˆg

Figure 7. Small-signal model of the DAB output channel

The Bode plots of figures 8, 9 and 10 are obtained by inserting the parameters of table I
in the open-loop transfer functions of table II. The GVφ(s) and the A(s) transfer functions
are characterized by a first order roll-off.
In figure 8 it is observed the influence of the transferred power on the DC gain of GVφ(s)
in a sweep from 200 W to 1 kW: the higher the power, the smaller the DC gain.
Besides, it can be observed that the first order pole of GVφ(s), located at 1/C⋅REQ, is
shifted to higher frequencies when the power is increased. The PI regulator of the
current loop is designed taking those variations into account, as it is shown in section 4.
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Figure 8. Bode plots of GVφ (jω) as a function of P. P=[200 W,400 W,600 W,800 W,1000 W]

Figure 9. Bode plots of A(jω) as a function of P. P=[200 W,400 W,600 W,800 W,1000 W].
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Figure 10. Bode plots of ZO(jω) as a function of P. P=[200 W,400 W,600 W,800 W,1000 W]

4. AVERAGE CURRENT CONTROL OF THE DAB CONVERTER
Figure 11 shows the control scheme of a DAB with ACC and output voltage control.
The analog circuit implementation of the control circuit uses the UC3875 phase shift
modulator of Texas Instruments. The proposed control is composed by a fast inner
current loop and a slower outer voltage loop. In the current loop the output current is
measured by means of a current sensor with gain Ri and low pass filtered (LPF) to
obtain its average value [24,26]. The filtered signal is subtracted from the current
reference, Ri⋅io_ref, provided by the PI outer voltage controller, GV(s). The obtained error
becomes the input signal of the PI current controller, Gi(s), which achieves that the
sensed current agrees with the reference current in steady state. The output of the
current controller is the modulator voltage (VMOD), which is compared with a sawtooth
signal in the phase shift modulator of the UC3875 to obtain the gate signals of the input
and output bridges.
The outer voltage loop regulates the output voltage of the DAB converter. The output
voltage is sensed with a gain β, which is subtracted from an external output voltage
reference, β⋅VO_REF. The voltage error excites the PI voltage controller, GV(s), whose
output is the current reference. The output of the voltage controller is limited to a value
that limits the DAB output current, working as an overcurrent protection scheme.

Figure 11. Scheme of a DAB with ACC.

Figure 12 shows the small-signal model of the output channel of the DAB converter
with ACC. The input channel affects the output channel as a perturbation, . In figure
12, Fm represents the phase shift modulator gain. For the UC3875, Fm=π/Vpp, where Vpp
is the peak to peak voltage of the sawtooth signal inside the modulator.
The inner current loop is designed by loop-shaping of the open loop gain, Ti(s),
expressed by (21). The current controller, Gi(s), is designed for adequate gain and phase
stability margins of Ti(s).
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Figure 12. Small-signal model of a DAB with ACC when controlling the output current and voltage

After closing the current loop, the small-signal model of the voltage loop can be
represented by means of the block diagram of figure 13, whose transfer functions of
interest are summarized in table III. IO_CL(s) is the closed loop transfer function of the
current loop. The current loop is designed with a crossover frequency considerably
higher than that of the voltage loop: fCI >> fCV. Thus, seen from voltage loop the current
loop can be simplified as a static gain: I (s) ≈ . It is worth pointing out that the
poles of the LPF(s) are placed at frequencies much higher than fCI, so that their effect is
negligible at frequencies below fCI. In figure 13, Z(s) is the equivalent impedance of the
parallel connection of REQ and CO, including the equivalent series resistance (ESR) of
Co, RC. Thus, Z(s) is a transfer function with a low frequency pole and a high frequency
zero.

iˆo

v̂o

TV (s )

β ⋅ v̂o

Ri ⋅iˆo_ref

β ⋅ vˆo_ref
Figure 13. Block diagram of the voltage loop of the DAB with the current loop closed
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The loop gain of the voltage loop, TV(s), is described by (22). Its characteristics
determine the speed and stability of the voltage loop. The controller GV(s) is designed
so that TV(s) has a crossover frequency, fCV, considerably lower than fCI at nominal
power: fCV≈fCI_Pnom/5.
( )=

∙ ( )∙

( )∙

( )

(22)

In table IV the gains and transfer functions for the design of the current and voltage
compensators, Gi(s) and GV(s), are summarized. The design of the compensators for the
DAB begins with the selection of the current and voltage sensor gains Ri and β. The
maximum crossover frequency of the current loop (fCI) is selected as: fCI = fs/5. It is
worth noting that the effective frequency of the output current in the DAB converter is
twice the switching frequency (feff=2⋅fs).
The poles of the LPF are selected to attenuate the high frequency ripple in the sensed
current. The zero of the Gi controller is chosen as: ωZ=ω0. The gain ωi is adjusted to
achieve a phase margin (PM) > 40º and a gain margin (GM) > 6 dB. In figure 14 the
Bode plots of Ti(s) for different values of the transferred power are depicted. For the
nominal power the crossover frequency of the current loop is fCI=5.71 kHz with a phase
margin of PM=74.9º and GM=19 dB. The maximum crossover frequency occurs at
18.43 kHz, for P=0 W. In the Bode plots of IO_CL(jω) shown in Figure 15 it can be
observed that the DC value of IO_CL (dB) has no variations with the power, taking the
value: 1/Ri.

Figure 14. Bode plots of Ti(jω) for different values of the transferred power:
Po =[0, 400 W, 600 W, 1000 W, 1070 W], Vi=24 V. VO=400 V
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Figure 15. Bode plots of IO_CL(jω) for different values of the transferred power:
Po =[0,400 W,600 W, 1000 W, 1070 W], Vi=24 V. VO=400 V

The Bode plots of the loop gain of the voltage loop, TV(s), are depicted in figure 16. It is
observed that the crossover frequency values decrease with Po, ranging fCV from 1100
Hz (0 W) to 987 Hz (1070 W). The phase margin is PM=72.8º at nominal power
(1000W) with fCV=1075 Hz. The Bode plots of the voltage loop transfer function in
closed loop are depicted in figure 17. The closed loop behavior under load changes
(power changes) is stable for all the cases.
Tv(s) Magnitude in dB

50
0 W, 1100 Hz
0
1070 W, 987 Hz

0W

-100

1070 W

-200

Tv(s) Phase in degrees

0d
0 W, -96.13o
-125d

1070 W, -120.32o

0W
1070 W

-250d
-375d
-500d
10Hz

100Hz

1.0KHz

10KHz

Frequency

Figure 16. Bode plots of TV(jω) for different values of the transferred power:
Po =[0, 400W, 600 W, 1000 W,1070 W], Vi=24 V. VO=400 V
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100KHz

500KHz

Figure 17. Bode plots of VO_LC(jω) for different values of the transferred power:
Po =[0, 400W, 600 W, 1000 W,1070 W], Vi=24 V. VO=400 V

The sensitivity of the output voltage to load current variations is defined as the closed
loop output impedance, ZO_CL, in (23), where ̂ ( ) represents the load current
perturbations. Figure 18 depicts the Bode plot (gain, dB) of the output impedance of the
DAB. The maximum value of ZO_CL is 6.86 dB, corresponding to a value of 2.2 Ω
_

=

( )
̂ ( )

(23)

Figure 18. Bode plots of ZO_CL(jω) for different values of the transferred power:
Po =[0, 400 W, 600 W, 1000 W, 1070 W]. Vi=24 V. VO=400 V.

The transfer function of the closed loop sensitivity of the output voltage to input voltage
variations, or closed loop audiosusceptibility, is defined by (24). The Bode plot (gain,
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dB) of A_CL(s) is depicted in figure 19. The magnitude increases with the transferred
power: the maximum value at 860 Hz is -23.84 dB, i.e., 0.064 in a linear scale.
( )
(24)
_ ( )=
( ) ̂ ()

Figure 19. Bode plots of A_CL(jω) (gain, dB) for different values of the output power.
Po =[400 W, 600 W, 1000 W,1070 W], Vi=24 V. VO=400 V.

5. LOAD-CURRENT FEED-FORWARD (LCFF) COMBINED WITH CURRENT MODE
CONTROL

The dynamic of the output voltage of the DAB under voltage reference changes or load
changes can be improved by means of the load-current feed-forward (LCFF) control
[22, 26, 27]. Reference [27] deals with the general application of LCFF to current mode
controlled DC-DC converters in order to improve the response of the output voltage to
dynamic load variations. Nevertheless, to the authors’ knowledge LCFF hasn’t ever
been applied to current mode controlled DAB converters. In [23] LCFF was applied to
DABs with digital voltage mode control, having used a lookup table to compensate the
load current disturbances. Another recent work [28] uses the feed-forward of the load
current in a voltage controlled DAB to increase the magnitude of the loop gain at twice
the grid frequency. That DAB converter was used in a multistage configuration as the
input stage of an inverter.
The LCFF proposed in this paper is combined with current mode control to take
advantage of the current protection feature of ACC. The proposed LCFF consists of an
additional (load) current loop between the voltage loop and the inner current control
loop. The goal of adding the feed-forward of the output current is to reduce the output
impedance of the converter. With LCFF the output voltage transient under load changes
is reduced both in magnitude and duration, so that the size and cost of the output
capacitors can be reduced.
Figure 20 shows the scheme of an analog ACC controlled DAB with LCFF. In this case
the output current, Is, is sensed and added to the output of the voltage controller through
14

a gain RFF (feed-forward gain). vc´ is the variable that is fed-forward proportionally to
the load current, whereas u is the output of the voltage controller. vc results from adding
u to vc’, as expressed by (25).
=

+

′

=

+

.

(25)

Figure 20. Control scheme of a DAB converter with ACC and load current feedforward.

In steady state, the main goal of the LCFF is that most of the current loop reference (vc)
comes from the load current feed-forward. Thus, only a small part of the current
reference depends on the slower voltage controller. Under a load transient, the current
reference depends strongly on the fast load feed-forward signal, vc’. In steady-state the
average value of the current through capacitor Co is 0, so that Is=Io. As in steady-state:
vc=Ri·Io (due to the regulation of the current loop) and vc’=RFF⋅Is=RFF⋅Io, the choice of
RFF=Ri makes that vc=vc’, so that u≈0 in steady state. Thus, the natural choice of the
feed-forward gain is: RFF = Ri.
The small-signal model of the DAB can be represented by means of the block scheme
depicted in figure 21, where several transfer functions of interest are identified and
defined in Table V. The small-signal stability conditions for the choice of the value of
RFF are obtained by means of the transfer function of the modified ACC power stage:
represents
from the output of the voltage regulator u to output voltage vo, Vou(s).
the output current disturbance.
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Figure 21. Small-signal model of a DAB with ACC and load current feed-forward

After closing the inner current loop and considering the output impedance Z(s) defined
in table III, the LCFF working in closed loop can be represented by means of figure 22.
The positive feedback signal of the LCFF can be expressed by (26).
=

.

=

.(

+

)

(26)

Figure 22. Equivalent block diagram of the voltage loop using LCFF+ACC in a DAB converter

Making

= 0 in the simplified scheme of figure 22, Vou(s) results in a first order

transfer function. At low frequency |Ti(s)| >> 1 and the zero ωz_z is located at a higher
frequency than the pole ωp_z. Thus, Voc(s) can be approximated by (27). Replacing (27)
in the transfer function Vou(s) defined in table V, the approximation (28) is obtained.
Vou(s) is an open loop stable transfer function if ωpou >0. Defining ωpou as:
ωpou=ωpoc⋅(1-Koc⋅RFF/REQ) and Kou=Koc/(1-Koc·RFF/REQ) the stability condition of
Vou(s) can be expressed by (29).
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As the same factor (1-Koc⋅RFF/REQ) affects both Kou and ωpou, Voc(s) and Vou(s) agree
in the low and medium frequency range. Thus, the same controller GV(s) can be used for
ACC and LCFF control if the desired crossover frequency of the voltage loop is in the
frequency range where Voc(s) and Vou(s) agree. From (27), Koc is identified as: Koc=
REQ/Ri. Replacing this expression in (29) yields the stability condition: RFF < Ri. The
stability condition of the LCFF of the DAB converter with ACC does not depend on the
power level transferred to the load. Therefore, the implementation of LCFF+ACC in the
DAB is easy and depends only on the gain of the current sensor being used.
Zo(s) is the open loop output impedance with conventional ACC. The output impedance
with LCFF+ACC, ZoFF(s) is defined by (30). From figure 22, if =0, ( ) can be
expressed by (31). Solving for the open loop output impedance with feed forward, ZoFF,
it results (32).
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The study of the closed loop output impedance of the DAB with LCFF+ACC can be
carried out with the help of figure 23 and (32). The Bode plots (gain, dB) of the closed
loop output impedances ZoCL (ACC without LCFF) and ZoFFCL (ACC with LCFF)
expressed by (33) and (34), respectively, are depicted in figure 24. It is observed that
LCFF achieves an important output impedance reduction, more than 20 dB at low
frequency.

Figure 23. Simplified block diagram of the voltage loop with LCFF+ACC in a DAB
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Figure 24. Closed loop output impedance (dB) with and without LCFF, ZoFF_CL and Zo_CL, respectively.
Operation point: P = 1 kW, Vi = 24 V, and Vo = 400 V.
The gain values (dB) are indicated at f = 1 kHz

6. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The DAB converter and the proposed controllers were simulated by means of PSIM®
simulation software. The parameters of the DAB converter were summarized in table I,
whereas the values of the designed controllers are shown in table VI. Simulation
waveforms of the output voltage response to load steps from 200 W to 1 kW and back
to 200 W with ACC and with LCFF+ACC are depicted in figure 25. The feed-forward
gain RFF is 90% of the current sensor gain Ri (RFF=1.65 Ω). Without LCFF the output
voltage is stable and well damped. However, it is observed a much faster response
offered by the inclusion of the LCFF under the same conditions. The voltage deviation
during the transient is much lower with LCFF. This control strategy solves the slow
response obtained by the use of a cascaded current and voltage control structure with PI
controllers typical from ACC.
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Figure 25. Simulation waveforms of the output voltage of the DAB
a) Output voltage response of the DAB converter with and without LCFF to load steps from 200 W
to 1 kW and back to 200 W. b) Detail of the dynamic response of the DAB converter with LCFF.

A prototype of the simulated 1 kW DAB has been built and tested. The designed
controllers were implemented analogically using the UC3875 phase-shift controller and
some TL084 operational amplifiers for both the current and the voltage loops. To
measure the output currents small shunts are used. Figure 26 depicts the 1kW prototype.

Figure 26. Photograph of the 1 kW DAB prototype

The dynamic behavior of the DAB converter has been tested by applying load step
changes from 200 W to 800 W and back to 200 W. The first test has been performed to
the DAB converter with ACC. The resulting waveforms are shown in figure 27. It can
be observed from figure 27 that the dynamic response of the output voltage is stable and
well damped.
The test results of the DAB converter with LCFF+ACC under the same load steps are
shown in figure 28. It is observed that the slow dynamic response of the DAB with
ACC is substantially improved when LCFF is introduced. Without feed-forward, the
peak deviation of the output voltage for load current steps from 0.5 A to 2 A is about
19

10V (2.5%), annd it takes around
a
50 m
ms to the vo
oltage to return to the reference value.
v
Withh LCFF+AC
CC, both thee peak deviaation and th
he duration of the transsient are diffficult
to read accurateely because they are veery small. The
T peak deviation is aabout 2 V (0
0.5%)
and the transieent duration
n around 1 ms. LCFF
F has redu
uced the m
magnitude of
o the
transsient deviatiion by a facctor of 10 V
V/2 V = 5, and the du
uration of thhe transientt by a
factoor of about 50
5 ms / 1 ms
m = 50. It iis worth notting that thee addition oof LCFF to ACC
impliies just a few additionaal and inexppensive com
mponents.

Figure 27. Dynamic ressponse of the DAB converter with
w ACC
00 W and back to 200 W.
to load stteps ranging froom 200 W to 80
Scales: Vo
o (5 V/div), Io ((500 mA/div) and
a time scale (50 ms/div)

Figure 28. Dynamic
D
responnse of the DAB converter with LCFF+ACC
to load stteps ranging froom 200 W to 80
00 W and back to 200 W.
Scales: Vo
o (5 V/div), Io ((500 mA/div) and
a time scale (5
50 ms/div).

CONCLUSIION
The D
DAB conveerter is a bidirectional topology th
hat offers issolation, higgh power deensity
and efficiency. Several sttudies of D
DABs appllied to solid-state traansformer (SST)
(
he converteer behavior [23],
systeems includee a feed-forrward path control to enhance th
[28]. None of thhose studies provides thhe overcurreent protection inherentt to current mode
contrrol, becausee they use a simple volttage mode control
c
scheeme.
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In this paper Average Current mode Control (ACC) is applied to the control of the DAB
based on a small-signal model. The relatively slow dynamic response of the voltage
loop is compensated by means of load current feed-forward (LCFF), which drastically
improves the response of the output voltage to load steps. The converter response under
load variations is fast and stable.
An adjustment procedure of ACC and LCFF+ACC for the DAB converter has been
explained, along with stability criteria for the choice of the LCFF gain. Simulation and
experimental results on a 1 kW DAB converter confirm the performance of both control
strategies. The response of the output voltage is fast, stable and well damped at large
load steps.
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TABLE I. Parameters of the DAB converter prototype

Parameter

Value

Input Voltage, Vi
Output Voltage, VO
Switching frequency (fs)
Rated Power, PO
Ci, Input capacitor
ESR, RCi
Co, Output capacitor
ESR, RCo
Transformer Turns ratio, N21
Transformer leakage inductance (seen from HV side)
External AC inductor (seen from HV side)
Total AC inductance (External + Leakage), L
Transformer magnetizing inductance (seen from HV side)
Input bridge Mosfets
Output bridge Mosfets
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24 V
400 V
100 kHz
1000 W
100 µF
1 mΩ
100 µF
2.5 mΩ
30:2
6 µH
159 µH
165 µH
5.13 mH
IRFP3077PBF
SPW35N60CFD

Table II. Open-loop transfer functions of the DAB converter
playing a role in the control of the output variables (vo and io)

Function and conditions
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Table III. Closed-loop transfer functions of the DAB converter
with ACC for the control of the output current and voltage.

Transfer Function
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Table IV. Gains and transfer functions of the chosen controllers

Name
Current sensor gain, Ri
Voltage sensor gain, β

Expression
1.85 Ω
18 mΩ
( )=

Low pass filter
LPF(s)
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Output current controller
Gi(s)
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,
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Output Voltage Controller
GV(s)
=
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Table V. Transfer functions of the DAB with ACC and LCFF.

Definition

Expression
( )
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Table VI. Gains and Transfer functions of the chosen controllers

Name
Voltage sensor gain, β
Current sensor gain, Ri
Current feed-forward gain, RFF

Expression
18 mΩ
1.85 Ω
1.65 Ω

Output Voltage controller

s 

1 + 
5500  75 
Gv ( s ) =
.
s
s 1+
628318

Output Current controller

s 

1 +

20532  125665 
Gi ( s ) =
.
s
s
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251327
LPF ( s) =
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ω2n
s + 2.ζ.ωn .s + ω2n
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1
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Low Pass Filter
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